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Smooth scrolling on your Pixel phone with Pixel Launcher for Android.A new phone needs some new accessories inside and out. This is a good reason to be different because the Pixel phone is a game changer and different from the rest of the market. lets you start with the Pixel Launcher. This is Google's own launcher for its own phone for that perfect home screen experience.
The app has personalized Goggle cards just swiping to the right. You can also get quick access to Google search, go to shortcuts, app offerings and more. The launcher is blazing quickly and smoothly, but it should have more customizable options. Install your home screen on your Pixel phone with Pixel Launcher for Android. Discover Tom's Guide for more information on Android
and Android Games.Also check out the forums for Android. Whether you're tired of your home screen stock or just want a new and different way to interact with your Android device, you can probably find an Android launcher in Google Play that's just for you. Even so, some launchers are better than others, and this week we're going to check out some of your favorites for
customization, speed, design and features. Here's a look at the top five. Earlier this week, we asked you which Android launcher you thought was the best. You weighed in with dozens of nominations and hundreds of votes, but unfortunately we only have room for the five most popular, based on these nominations. One of the best things about Android is how much you can
customize, how do you interact with it,... MoreS poll closed and votes were counted! To see which of the top five Android Launchers took first place, head over to our weekly Hive Five follow-up post to see and discuss the winner! If you're tired of the user interface your manufacturer has saddled your Android device with, or you just want to... Read more ATWLauncher
EXADWLauncher EX ($4), paid version of ADW. Launcher, is a very flexible, customizable launcher that supports Android 1.6 and above. ADW offers hundreds of themes to choose from, customizable home screen layouts, multiple docking styles that fit up to five different shortcuts, customizable icon sets, switchable animation, hidden dockbar with unlimited scrolling, and more.
It's incredibly tweakable for advanced but fast and handy beginners, and it supports a huge number of devices. Nova LauncherNova Launcher is free, but only supports Ice Cream Sandwich devices. Once you've installed it on your ICS device though, you have the flexibility to install an ADW theme icon if you want to use them, additional themes to change the layout The look of
your launcher, scrolling through the dock with up to 3 pages of 7 icons each, scrolling effects and running animations that you can switch to or off, 1x1 widgets in the dock, and more. If you have $4 to spend, Nova Launcher Prime unlocks unread count icons email, SMS and voicemail allows you to constantly hide apps you never use, but don't want to delete two-fingered gestures
for launcher action and folders in the dock. Go Launcher EXGo Launcher EX claim to fame as customizable it is. There are thousands of themes and icon packages you can download to customize Go Launcher EX, tons of widgets, lock screen settings, and more. Smooth, rounded corners, groups of folders, good animation and a focus on clean, customizable layouts make this
launcher popular, and it doesn't hurt that it supports Android phones running 2.0 or higher. Combine this with the fact that developers are constantly updating the launcher (which is actually a disadvantage for many users) and rolling out additional themes and go-flavored apps and widgets that fit right into, and you have plenty of tools to transform your Android experience. Also, it's
completely free. Apex LauncherApex Launcher is free, but it's another in a roundup that only supports ice cream sandwich devices. Even so, it's fast and customizable, offering you up to 9 home screens, 7 docking panels with 5 icons each, replacement icons for Stock Android apps, and tons of beautiful transition and scrolling effects. Best of all, if there's an apex Launcher item
that you don't like, you can easily hide it. You can lock the home screen so nothing changes, back it up in case you make changes that you want to return, and customize the look of the app drawer and the apps it displays. $4 will buy you the Apex Launcher Pro, which adds multi-finger gestures to those already in the launcher, support for those from other launchers (such as ADW,
Go Launcher, and Launcher Pro), 1x1 widgets in the dock, and unread marks count. LauncherLau Proncher Pro is free, and probably many people's first non-fund launcher. It supports Android devices running 2.0 and above, and while it's not as often supported as others, it still offers oily smooth transitions, customizable layouts, dock scrolling, and live home screen previews.
Launcher Pro supports replacement icon packs, endless scrolling, and more. It's been a long time since its last update, but if you're looking for a good, fast launcher to get started with, launcher Pro is a good choice. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them on everything from voting for the best Android launcher. Honorable mentions this week go out to Earth
Launcher, which many of your praised for its minimalist and uncluttered approach to launching the app, and on the stock ICS Launcher, which are those of With Ice Cream Sandwich noted, is a huge improvement over the launchers of yesteryear. Unfortunately, since most of you don't have ICS yet (although many of you), this is not an option until you upgrade your device or your
manufacturer decides to throw you a bone. Also worth mentioning is Holo Launcher, which does a great job of work ICS launcher experience for devices not reflected on ICS. Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich was announced almost seven months ago, but it still hasn't rolled... More What about the nominees we missed? Your favorite doesn't get enough nominations to be
included? Remember that the top five are based on your most popular nominations from calling for applicants to thread from earlier in the week. Share your thoughts in the comments below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, it's not because we hate it, it's because he didn't get the nominations needed in calling for
job applicants to make the top five. We understand that this is a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Is there an offer for Hive Five? Email us tips'hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by Pen Waggener. One of the best things about Android is the ability to customize everything about your home screen, which you can do with the side of the app
launch. Android has a lot of great, but our favorite nova launcher that strikes a great perfect balance between incredible performance and high customity without getting too gimmicky and hard to use. Update: Our previous pick for App Directory was LauncherPro, which we still think is good if you're stuck with a gingerbread phone or really like its features. We renamed this post to
be the best Android launcher for devices up to 4.0. One of the best things about Android is being able to customize everything about your home screen,... Read moreIn launcherPlatform: Android Price: Free ($4 for Nova Launcher Prime) Download PageFeaturesSmooth scrolling and customizable 2D and 3D scroll effectsInfinite scroll through the app drawer and home
screensCustomizable box app, which supports transparency and multi-directional scrollingCustomiz available dock with endless scrolling and several pages of iconsMulti-element choose for the mass addition of apps or widgets to folders or home screensThe support, including support for those from the now defunct ADW LauncherCustomable icons through downloadable icon
packages or icon packages from ADW LauncherCustomable windows, and tools backgrounds, and moreSupport for widgets in dockComplete control over the placement of widgets on the screen, including the ability to overlap them if you want to save spaceSupport to import your previous layout icon and widget position from another launcher or your phone stock LauncherStall
apps directly from the home screen or app drawerFolders in App Drawer and user tabs Prime Only Option to hide unwanted or unused apps from the app box without deleting them (Prime (Prime) SMS, Gmail and missed call icons in dock icons (Prime Only) Where It ExcelsNova Launcher is probably one of the most famous app launchers in Google Play. (It's important to note
that for the purposes of this roundup, we're considering whole launcher replacements, not additional application switches or shortcut tools that live on top of the launcher you're already using.) It's fast, flexible, and customizable without tying your phone to a ton of unwanted bloat. It is polished and actively updated. Even if you don't want a ton of customization options and controls,
you can pare it down to make it look and feel like a stock Android launcher app. Nova has been one of your favorite launchers for so long, and even now that the age of the launchers applications has largely passed (thanks to Ice Cream Sandwich and Jelly Bean becoming increasingly ubiquitous), it's still well-regarded and well-liked, and a lightweight alternative launcher if you
want something simpler, more customizable, and less hyped than sense or touchWiz on your device 4.0. We need to give them props to bring Jelly Bean's launch tools and options for ICS devices, and you can see in our featured Android home screens that it has a ton of customization potential. If you're tired of your home screen stock or just want a new and different way of
interacting... Moreregardless, the bottom line is that even if it's very customizable and customizable, it's still fast and easy to use. If you want options, they're there. If you don't, you can still have a quick, flexible and hassle-free Android experience. Where it falls ShortOf of course, it would be nice if Nova were available for more Android devices like those running gingerbread, but
we're not holding our breath on that. Other than that, we can't ding it on much more. Many of the best features are reserved for Prime, but it's not too expensive and costs four dollars you'll spend on it. It may be a touch more customizable, especially compared to its main competition (which we'll get in a moment) but it's about it. They are both in the active development stage as a
pack of tons of features, and both are quick, flexible, give away a lot of great features for free, but are definitely worth the money that you will spend on their respective professional versions. Apex's tablet version is all but unbeatable, and its latest overhaul makes it really appealing. Also, rolling in support of the Dashclock Widget is a great way to set up a lock screen, with Apex
Notifier really installs Apex from the rest of the package. The trick is that Notifier requires running another app in the background, which is a bit of a pain, but not too much. Android: Apex Launcher, one of our favorite Android Android unveiled a major update today,... MoreRegardless, most of the customization options you'll find in Nova you'll also find in Apex. Endless scrolling,
hiding unwanted apps, scrolling and transitioning effects, customizable app drawer, icon packs, skins, they're all there. If Nova doesn't reach out to you, Apex will definitely be. You may even have liked it more and we can't blame you for it. Not enough for a few features Nova has, but they are seriously neck and neck, and another day we could award the top spot in another.
Between Nova and Apex, this is the main part of the competition for ICS devices. There's always a stock, or running no third-party launcher at all, especially if you have a Google Edition or Nexus device that we should recommend if you really like the settings and themed options that one of these two offers. If the speed and no hassle experience is what you are looking for, that is,
you want your launcher to get out of the way and let you do what you want to do, promotions is the best option if you have one. If you don't, we think Nova (or Apex) will give it to you. Some of you have pointed out that we originally missed the previously mentioned Action Launcher Pro ($4), which packs a number of unique features that many other launchers don't have, including
special gestures called covers to run apps out of folders without having to open them first, shutters that allow the swipe icon and instantly generate widgets for the app, and more. In addition, Action Launcher Pro can easily import layout and settings from other launchers, including Apex and Nova. The only downside is that there is no free version, so you better know that you want
it before you buy it. Android (4.0): We've discussed some great app switches in the past, but Action Launcher Pro... Read moreStill, these aren't the only players here. The previously mentioned Everything.Me (free, in beta) is a flexible, customizable replacement launcher that adds home screens, backgrounds, icons, and more using multiple taps. It still requires 4.0, but you can
browse through tons of pre-built launcher configurations just by looking for them. Android: There are a lot of great Android launchers that allow you to customize your device for your... Read moreSimilarly, Buzz Launcher (free, in beta) is another launcher we mentioned that also takes the hassle out of setting up home screens. Browse the massive directory of user-generated and
home screens presented, choose the one you like, and it instantly applies to your phone, complete with any icons, apps, gestures or tools needed to To boot, you can also customize every aspect of your launcher yourself if you prefer-choice is yours. Android (4.0): If you like the settings and settings of your Android phone appearance, or desire ... MoreIt was the time since GO
Launcher EX (free), (free), A favorite crowd, and while development has stalled for a while, it looks like it's been recently updated with new features. The team behind the GO Launcher EX let languish for a while, but it still has a ridiculously large community of users, works exceptionally well at the lower ends of phones, and offers a ton of configuration options, skins, badges,
wallpapers, and other customization tools you can add on it. how much tweaking you really do. It's also possible that the latest GO Launcher EX updates have something to do with the team's newest project, the $16 Next Launcher 3D, which by all accounts is stunning, customizable, and really impressive-just very hard to recommend to anyone at this price. Similarly, for
customization enthusiasts, ADW Launcher (free, $3 for ADW Launcher EX) offers wide compatibility with Android devices from 1.6 all the way up, offers ICS-style features for almost all of these devices with tax-free system resources, and is still skinnable and customizable. Dozens of leather packs and icon packs are available on Google Play for ADW. ADW and ADW EX are
designed for people who really want to customize their devices, even if it means sacrificing speed to get there. Here's a big problem though: Development on ADW is all but stalled, and applications can be abandoned. ADW EX was updated in February, but THE ADW itself hasn't been updated since November 2012 - even with bug fixes or patches, which doesn't bode well. Our
choice for gingerbread phones and below, LauncherPro (free, $3.50 Pro), has long since abandoned its developer. It still runs oily smooth on the lower end devices, but it's hard to recommend when it doesn't get even basic bug fixes or patches, especially as new devices keep coming out. If you have an old, gingerbread phone and hate the launcher, give it a try, but everyone else
can pass. Speaking of lower-end phones and devices before ICS, if you're stuck with one and want the same launcher that Ice Cream Sandwich offers, you can try the previously mentioned Holo Launcher (free), which brings lean and trim launcher function to ICS for Android phones running 2.2. Android: If you're stuck on a device running 2.3 Gingerbread (or even worse, 2.2
Froyo) and your... For more Android launch options, check out our Android Launcher tag page. We discussed a lot more we don't have a place here and if these options don't work for you, something there will probably be. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalogue of recommendations for applications and tools in a number of these categories. Category. Category.
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